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SUMMARY: The Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") is seeking comment on methods to improve the safety and operational efficiency of the U.S. clearance and settlement system and to help the U.S. securities industry achieve straight-through processing. First, the Commission is seeking comment on whether the Commission should adopt a new rule or the self-regulatory organizations should be required to amend their existing rules to require the completion of the confirmation and affirmation process on trade date ("T+0") when a broker-dealer provides delivery-versus-payment or receive-versus-payment privileges to a customer. Second, the Commission is seeking comment on the benefits and costs associated with implementing a settlement cycle for most broker-dealer transactions that is shorter than three days ("T+3"). Third, the Commission is seeking comment on reducing the use of physical securities.

DATES: Comments should be submitted on or before June 16, 2004.

ADDRESS: Comments may be submitted electronically or by paper. Electronic comments may be submitted by: (1) Electronic form on the SEC Web site (http://www.sec.gov) or (2) e-mail to rule-comments@sec.gov. Mail paper comments in triplicate to Jonathan G. Katz, Secretary, Securities and Exchange Commission, 450 Fifth Street, NW., Washington, DC 20549–0609. All submissions should refer to file number S7–13–04; this file number should be included on the subject line if e-mail is used. To help us process and review your comments more efficiently, please use only one method. The Commission will post all comments on the Commission’s Internet Web site (http://www.sec.gov). Comments are also available for public inspection and copying in the Commission’s Public Reference Room, 450 Fifth Street, NW., Washington, DC 20549. We do not edit personal identifying information from submissions. You should submit only information that you wish to make available publicly.
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I. Introduction

In 1975, Congress enacted section 17A of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act"), which directs the Commission to facilitate the establishment of a national clearance and settlement system for securities transactions. In providing the Commission with this authority, the Congress made the following findings: (1) The prompt and accurate clearance and settlement of securities transactions, including the transfer of record ownership and the safeguarding of securities and funds related thereto, are necessary for the protection of investors and persons facilitating transactions by and acting on behalf of investors. (2) Inefficient procedures for clearance and settlement impose unnecessary costs on investors and persons facilitating transactions by and acting on behalf of investors. (3) New data processing and communications techniques create the opportunity for more efficient, effective, and safe procedures for clearance and settlement. (4) The linking of all clearance and settlement facilities and the development of uniform standards and procedures for clearance and settlement will reduce unnecessary costs and increase the protection of investors and persons facilitating transactions by and acting on behalf of investors.

These findings serve as objectives in the Commission’s ongoing efforts to enhance efficiency and reduce risk in the operation of the U.S. clearance and settlement system. As one means of furthering these objectives, the Commission staff supports industry initiatives to improve the operation of the clearance and settlement system. One such recent industry initiative is to enhance the reliability and efficiency of securities transaction processing by emphasizing straight-through processing ("STP") and to shorten the settlement cycle for securities transactions. The Securities Industry Association ("SIA") has taken the lead in this effort, in cooperation with a number of other trade organizations, market participants, and regulatory bodies representing a cross-section of industry participants domestically and internationally.

The SIA identified ten building blocks as essential to realizing the goal of improving the speed, safety, and efficiency of the trade settlement process:

1. Modify internal processes at broker-dealers, asset managers, and custodians to ensure compliance with compressed settlement deadlines.
2. Identify and comply with accelerated deadlines for submission of trades to the clearing and settlement systems.
3. Amend the National Securities Clearing Corporation’s ("NSCC") trade guarantee process so that the guarantee is provided on trade date.
4. Report trades to clearing corporations in locked-in format and revise clearing corporations’ output.
5. Rewrite Continuous Net Settlement processes at NSCC to enhance speed and efficiency.
6. Reduce reliance on checks and use alternative means of payment, such as automatic debits allowed by the National Automated Clearing House Association.
7. Immobilize securities shares prior to conducting transactions.
8. Revise the prospectus delivery rules and procedures for initial public offerings.
9. Develop industry matching utilities and linkages for all asset classes.
10. Standardize reference data and move to standardized industry protocols.

5 The Securities Industry Association describes STP “as the seamless integration of systems and processes to automate the trade process from end-to-end—trade execution, confirmation, and settlement—without manual intervention or the re-keying of data.” “STP Glossary,” prepared by the SIA and available at http://www.sia.com/sia/other/Glossary_v2.3.xls.

6 The SIA created a steering committee and several subcommittees to focus on various aspects of its project. Copies of the committees’ white papers and reports are available on the SIA’s Web site www.sia.com/stp/html/industry_reports.html. The Commission staff participates on the SIA’s STP steering and legal and regulatory committees as observers.


for broker-dealers, asset managers, and custodians.

Initially, the main emphasis of this industry effort was on shortening the date of trade settlement from the current three business days after trade date (“T+3”) to settlement on the next business day after trade date (“T+1”). In July 2002, the SIA shifted the principal focus of the initiative from shortening the settlement cycle to achieving industry-wide STP. In refocusing the project, the SIA stated that the industry needed to focus on more effective STP before it would be in a position to fully evaluate the conversion from T+3 to T+1. The SIA, however, plans to reconsider the need to pursue a reduction in the settlement cycle in 2004.

Reducing risk and increasing efficiency in securities clearance and settlement has also been the focus of recent international initiatives. For the past several years, Commission staff has participated on a Task Force organized by the Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems (“CPSS”) of the Group of 10 central banks and the International Organization of Securities Commissioners (“IOSCO”) that was charged with promoting the implementation of measures that can reduce risks, increase efficiency, and provide safeguards for investors in securities clearance and settlement systems. In November 2001, the CPSS and IOSCO published the Task Force’s findings in a report titled, “Recommendations for Securities Settlement Systems” (“CPSS/IOSCO Report”). The CPSS/IOSCO Report set forth 19 recommendations that established minimum standards for the operation of a settlement system.

In November 2002, the Task Force published an assessment methodology for the recommendations. The assessment methodology is primarily intended for use in self-assessments by national authorities to determine whether markets in their jurisdiction have implemented the recommendations contained in the CPSS/IOSCO Report and to develop action plans for implementation where necessary. The Commission and the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System have begun assessing the U.S. clearance and settlement system.


The purpose of this release is to build upon these initiatives and continue the exploration of methods to improve the operation of the U.S. clearance and settlement system. People who invest in securities markets want to know that their product will be delivered on time, at the agreed upon terms, and that they will not lose their funds and securities because of insolvency, mismanagement, or operational difficulties. In particular, the focus of this release is on improving the trade confirmation/affirmation process, shortening the settlement cycle, and reducing the use of physical securities. Regulators and financial supervisors globally are also addressing these areas. In light of these domestic and international efforts, the Commission believes that it is timely to request comment on these issues to help continue the ongoing dialogue concerning the safety, reliability, and efficiency of the U.S. clearance and settlement system.

II. Trade Confirmation and Affirmation
A. Confirmation/Affirmation Process
Promptly verifying trade details is essential to identifying discrepancies that can lead to, among other things, settlement failures and errors in recording trades. Currently, the self regulatory organizations (“SRO”) confirmation rules require a broker-dealer to use the facilities of a registered clearing agency, an entity that has received an exempted clearance agency registration, or a qualified vendor for the confirmation/affirmation of securities transactions when the broker-dealer allows a customer to pay for the trade when the broker-dealer delivers the securities or cash to the customer. This process is generally

Canadian Depository for Securities and provincial regulators to implement straight-through processing and potentially shorten the settlement cycle in Canada to T+1. See, http://www.ccma-acmc.ca. Likewise, in September 2003, the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission (“HKSFC”) published its conclusions, based on comments received on its consultation paper, supporting a certificate-less securities market in Hong Kong. The HKSFC’s consultative paper and conclusions are available at http://www.hkscf.org.hk. In July 2003, the Governing Council of the European System of Central Banks (“ESCB”) and the Committee of European Securities Regulators (“CESR”) published for comment a set of standards for clearance and settlement in the European Union that were based on recommendations made in the CPSS/IOSCO Report. The ESCB–CESR consultation paper and conclusions are available at http://www.centralbank.ie/gesconsult/consult9th.pdf. CPSS has defined a fail as “a failure to settle a securities transaction on the contractual settlement date, usually because of legal or temporary difficulties,” “A glossary of terms used in payments and settlement systems,” at 18, CPSS (March 2003).

Securities Exchange Act Release No. 19227 (November 9, 1982), 47 FR 51658 (November 16, 1982) [File No. SR–NYSE–82–1 etc.] (approving SRO confirmation rules). The SRO confirmation rules include: American Stock Exchange (“AMEX”) Rule 423(5); Chicago Stock Exchange Article XV, Rule 5; New York Stock Exchange (“NYSE”) Rule 387(a)(5); Pacific Stock Exchange Rule 9.12(a)(5); Philadelphia Stock Exchange Rule 274(b); National Association of Securities Dealers (“NASD”) Rule 11860(a)(5); and Municipal Rulemaking Board Rule G–15(d)(ii). Trades settled outside of the United States are excluded from the confirmation rules’ requirements. The Commission’s order approving the confirmation rules concluded that the confirmation rules were consistent with the establishment of a national system of clearance and settlement, mandated in Section 17A of the Exchange Act, because the trade confirmation service provided by registered clearing agencies provided uniform procedures for the confirmation and affirmation of institutional trades. The Commission also concluded that automated confirmations,
referred to as providing the customer with receipt versus-payment (“RVP”) or delivery versus-payment (“DVP”) privileges. Generally, broker-dealers provide RVP or DVP privileges to institutional customers. The SRO confirmation rules also require the broker-dealer to have obtained an agreement from each customer with RVP/DVP privileges that the customer will affirm each trade promptly upon receipt of the confirmation. 17

After a broker-dealer executes a trade for a customer who has RVP/DVP privileges, the broker-dealer will provide trade details to the customer. This step is called the “notice of execution” or “NOE.” If the customer submitted the order on behalf of other parties (e.g., an investment manager on behalf of several mutual funds), the customer will tell the broker-dealer how to “allocate” the transaction among the underlying entities. The broker-dealer will reply to the customer by sending details of, or “confirming,” each allocation. If the broker has correctly allocated the trade, the customer will “affirm” the trade. 18

In the U.S., the only entity currently offering confirmation/affirmation services is the Global Joint Venture Matching Services—US, LLC (known as “Omgeo”). 19 Once a trade has been affirmed, Omgeo submits a deliver order ("DO") to The Depository Trust

affirmations, and settlement would increase the quantity and accuracy of trade information regarding customer-side settlement and therefore were consistent with the requirements of Sections 6 and 15A of the Exchange Act to foster the cooperation and coordination of persons engaged in clearing, settling, and processing information with respect to securities transactions. 15 U.S.C. 78f and 78o-3. Finally, the Commission believed that the aggregate benefits of the confirmation rules to broker-dealers, investment managers, and custodian banks outweighed the costs to these parties and did not impose an inappropriate burden on competition. 47 FR 51658.

17 E.g., NYSE Rule 387(a)(4). The agreement must provide that the customer will affirm the trade by T+2 when the broker-dealer provides the customer RVP privileges and by T+1 when the broker-dealer provides DVP privileges.


19 Generally, an entity that provides a matching service falls within the Exchange Act’s definition of a clearing agency and therefore must register as such or obtain an exemption from registration. 15 U.S.C. 76b(a)(23). The Commission has issued an order conditionally exempting Omgeo from clearing agency registration with regard to providing matching and confirmation/affirmation services. Securities Exchange Act Release No. 44188 (April 17, 2001), 66 FR 20494 (April 23, 2001) [File No. 600-32].

Company ("DTC") 20 for book-entry settlement. 21

Broker-dealers generally confirm trades with their institutional customers on trade date ("T+0") while their institutional customers affirm the large majority of their trades after T+0. For example, in the first half of 2003, of the approximate 700,000 trades that were submitted to Omgeo on an average daily basis the confirmation rate on T+0 was approximately 85.8%, but affirmation rates were approximately 23% on T+0, 85% on T+1, and 86.5% on T+2. 22 Therefore, approximately eleven percent of trades either are not affirmed at all or are not affirmed using Omgeo’s confirmation/affirmation process. 23

B. Industry Initiative

1. SIA ITPC White Papers

As part of its effort to improve the clear and settlement process, the SIA formed the Institutional Transaction Processing Committee ("ITPC") to evaluate the settlement process for institutional trades. The SIA’s ITPC published several white papers that describe what it believes are shortcomings in the processing of RVP/DVP transactions and has recommended the use of matching utilities as the way to improve the process. 24 As described in the ITPC 2002 White Paper, current methods of institutional transaction processing involve a series of sequential steps by the broker-dealer and its customer with only one participant reviewing and entering trade data at a time. The result is that the processing swings back and forth between the customer and broker-dealer, and with each pass, one party will provide additional trade data. “The process is reactive in that each participant waits for a trigger before executing the next step in the process.” 25 The result is delay and redundant flows of non-essential data. According to the ITPC, another major cause for delay in institutional transaction processing is the fact that many industry participants have to manually re-key trade data into several systems. Broker-dealers and their customers tend to have internal systems that lack both automation and common message standards. This lack of synchronized automated data causes errors and discrepancies.

The ITPC 2002 White Paper states that redesigning the institutional transactional settlement model to achieve STP would allow the industry to streamline today’s operating process, increase capacity significantly, decrease the number of exception items, and reduce costs over time by eliminating many redundant and manual steps. To address the perceived deficiencies in the existing institutional transaction process, the ITPC envisioned an institutional transaction processing model in which trade data is matched by a matching utility (“MU”). The MU would seamlessly match the data submitted by the broker-dealer and its institutional customer and would submit the matched transaction information to the depository in real time. 26 The ITPC model “treats the trade cycle as a unit from post-execution to settlement rather than a group of loosely related messages and processes” where, “communications between trade participants and the matching utility are assumed to be automated, with virtually simultaneous processes comprising the ‘steps’ of each phase.” 27

2. Industry Proposals for Rulemaking

One of the principal goals of the SIA’s STP initiative is for all transactions to be confirmed and affirmed or matched on T+0. 28 In order to achieve STP, either to accommodate a standard settlement cycle or as a needed improvement to institutional transaction processing, the SIA has suggested two Commission or

20 DTC is a clearing agency registered under Section 17A of the Exchange Act.
21 A DO is an instruction from a participant directing DTC to debit its securities account and to credit the securities account of another DTC participant.
22 See supra note 19.
23 These exceptional trades generally are settled by a deliver or take in T+1 or T+2.
24 See generally Lee Cutrone, Managing Director, Omgeo, remarks at the SIA STP Spring Conference, “The Path to STP,” (May 20, 2003) [presentation available online at http://www.sia.com/stpspring03/pdf/Path_Lee_Cutrone.pdf].
25 These exceptional trades generally are settled by the broker-dealer giving DTC a DO through a manual process.
28 See supra note 19.
30 The SIA formed an Institutional Oversight Committee (“IOC”) to oversee the implementation of STP to institutional trade processing. The IOC's goal is that on T+0 all parties to a transaction should have the information required for automated settlement. The IOC believes this implies that:
(1) 100% of trades would be matched or affirmed on trade date. Ultimately, the goal will be to replace the confirm/affirm process with matching;
(2) all communications between participants would be synchronous (non-sequential) and electronic, including: [a] Notice of executions; [b] allocations; [c] match status/affirmations; [d] settlement instructions;
(3) an industry standard electronic format for message communication would be adopted; and
(4) manual processing should be exception-based.
31 “Institutional Oversight Committee Project Charter,” Institutional Oversight Committee (December 16, 2002).
SRO rulemaking alternatives. The first would require broker-dealers to obtain an agreement from their customers at the outset of the relationship or at the time of the trade to participate in and to comply with the operational requirements of interoperable trade-match systems as a condition to settling trades on an RVP/DVP basis. The second would require investment managers to participate in a trade-match system, similar to the way broker-dealers and institutions are required by the SRO confirmation/affirmation rules to participate in a confirmation/affirmation system. Either alternative would result in the completion of the confirmation/affirmation process within minutes of trade execution. They also would provide time to resolve any discrepancies before settlement date, thereby reducing fails.

C. CPSS/IOSCO and G30 Recommendations

Consistent with the SIA project, the CPSS/IOSCO Report recommended that confirmation and affirmation of institutional investors’ trades should occur as soon as possible after trade execution, preferably on T+0, but no later than T+1. The CPSS/IOSCO Report recommended these timeframes because early agreement on trade details will allow early detection of errors and discrepancies in trade data. This should help market participants avoid errors in recording trades, which could result in inaccurate books and records, increased and mismanaged market risk and credit risk, and increased costs. The CPSS/ IOSCO Report also stated that STP initiatives should be encouraged.

Many practitioners believe that market-wide achievement of STP is essential to maintaining high settlement rates as volumes increase and for achieving timely settlement of cross-border trades.

The 2003 G30 Report endorsed the CPSS/IOSCO recommendations and recommended that trade confirmation be further automated and standardized and that matching utilities be used industry-wide. Specifically, the 2003 G30 Report urged market participants to develop compatible, industry-accepted technical and market-practice standards to automate the confirmation/affirmation process for institutional trades. Like CPSS/IOSCO, the G30 recommended matching institutional transaction data on trade date. The 2003 G30 Report stressed that in order to achieve matching on trade date without introducing risk to the system, current post-trade processing models must be improved.

D. Discussion

The Commission preliminarily is of the view that the goal of industry-wide trade matching is the best method to improve the confirmation/affirmation process and to achieve STP. Nevertheless, the imposition of a requirement that all broker-dealers and their institutional customers use a matching service raises some significant issues. For example, mandating the use of a matching service for the confirmation/affirmation process for institutional trades may stifle innovation and competition. While matching is the leading technology today, future developments may provide greater efficiency and improved service. Mandating that the industry use matching may make it virtually impossible for a service provider with a new technology to compete. Requiring all entities to use a matching service also may impose an unnecessary burden on small and medium broker-dealers and asset managers.

The Commission believes that even an investment manager/investment adviser who executes only a small number of trades should be able to affirm its trades with its brokers on T+0. Accordingly, the Commission seeks comment on how best to have the confirmation/affirmation process completed on T+0 for all institutional trades. The following two approaches, among others, could be considered.

First, the SROs could amend their confirmation rules to prohibit broker-dealers from extending RVP/DVP privileges to any customer unless all trades with that customer are confirmed and affirmed on T+0. Because the SROs currently have virtually identical versions of the confirmation rules, this may be the most straightforward way to reach this goal. The difficulty with this approach is that it would require brokers to take actions to assist in achieving compliance. Broker-dealers may be reluctant to exert pressure on customers that fail to affirm on time because those customers may take their business elsewhere.

Another option would be for the Commission to adopt a rule that would require broker-dealers to confirm and affirm trades on trade date. We believe that these alternatives would preserve competition and innovation because they do not require the use of a particular service or technology. Further, the Commission rule could complement rather than replace the existing SRO confirmation rules. For example, the SRO confirmation rules could continue to require that the facilities of a clearing agency be used for the book-entry settlement of all depository eligible transactions, while the Commission rule could require that the confirmation and affirmation occur on T+0. In addition, the SRO confirmation rules could continue to provide the procedures for a qualified vendor to provide electronic confirmation and affirmation services.

The Commission seeks comment on the following issues.

1. What are the benefits and costs of same-day trade confirmation/affirmation?
2. What are the relative burdens of trade date confirmation/affirmation on the different market participants involved?
3. What effect would trade date confirmation/affirmation have on the relationship between a broker-dealer and its customer?
4. Do the benefits of trade date confirmation/affirmation accrue to all participants—brokers, institutional customers, custodians, or matching utilities? Do they accrue to large, medium, and small entities?
5. Does trade date confirmation/affirmation introduce any new risks? If so, can they be quantified?
6. Would the modification of the existing SRO confirmation rules or the adoption of a new Commission rule be feasible approaches to having trades confirmed/affirmed by T+0? Are there alternative rule changes?
7. If rules mandating trade date confirmation/affirmation are adopted, what should be the time frame for implementing them? What factors should the Commission consider in determining the implementation period?
8. Would same-day confirmation/affirmation affect cross-border trading? If so, how would it do so?
9. Should any confirmation/affirmation rule apply to all types of non-exempt securities?

III. Securities Settlement Cycles
A. Introduction
It is generally accepted that a substantial portion of the risks in a clearance and settlement system is directly related to the length of time it takes for trades to settle. In other words, “time equals risk.”


The U.S. clearance and settlement system settles more trades today with a lower failure rate than before Rule 15c6–1’s adoption. In March 1995, before T+3, and with an average daily volume running at 726 million shares in NYSE, Amex and Nasdaq securities, NSCC failures to deliver were an average of 8.43% of all deliveries. In November 1995, after the T+3 conversion, with average daily volume running at 830 million shares in the same securities, NSCC failures to deliver dropped to 7.67%.” “Speeding up Settlement: The Next Frontier,” Arthur Levitt, Chairman, Commission, remarks at the Symposium on Risk Reduction in Payments, Clearance and Settlement Systems (January 26, 1999)(full text available at http://www.sec.gov/news/speech/speecharchive/1996/spch071.txt). According to NSCC, for the first seven months of 2003, the average daily failure rate has been 6.80%.

43 Prompted by the Group of Thirty’s 1989 recommendations, in 1991 the Commission requested that U.S. industry participants form a Task Force to evaluate whether and what changes to the clearance and settlement system should be pursued, and to determine a timetable for the implementation of the changes. The Bachmann Task Force, chaired by John Bachmann, presented its findings to the Commission in May 1992. The Task Force concluded that “time equals risk” and that the safety and soundness of the U.S. securities market would be substantially improved by shortening the settlement cycle for corporate securities to T+3 by mid-1994. The Bachmann Task Force on Clearance and Settlement in the U.S.
relating to shortening the settlement cycle.

1. Size and growth of the markets: In 1995, the year Rule 15c6–1 became effective, the combined average daily volume on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), American Stock Exchange ("AMEX"), and National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation System ("Nasdaq") was 726 million shares. By the end of 2003, the combined average daily volume for the NYSE and Nasdaq was approximately 3.0 billion shares.

2. Tighter linkages: Currently, many financial firms participate in multiple markets in multiple jurisdictions and clearing agencies are increasing their cross-border activities. Therefore, the failure of one system participant could cause a wide circle of participants to fail.

3. Possible wide-scale regional disruption: In the aftermath of the events of September 11, 2001, financial markets must anticipate significant operational disruptions. The Commission continues to agree with the underlying conclusions that led to shortening the settlement cycle from T+5 to T+3. First, at any given point during the settlement cycle, fewer unsettled trades would be subject to credit and market risk, and there would be less time between trade execution and settlement for the value of those trades to deteriorate. Second, a shorter settlement cycle would reduce the liquidity risk among derivative and cash markets and reduce financing costs by allowing investors that participate in both markets to obtain the proceeds of securities transactions sooner. Third, shortening the settlement cycle would encourage greater efficiency in clearing and settlement. However, before taking further action, the Commission believes that it is appropriate to seek comment on the benefits and costs of implementing a settlement cycle shorter than T+3 as a potential method of further reducing risk and improving efficiency. In deciding whether or not to shorten the settlement cycle beyond T+3, the Commission must determine whether benefits of establishing a shorter settlement justify the costs of implementing it. The Commission believes that an evaluation of the current operation of Rule 15c6–1 is an appropriate starting point for such an analysis.

B. Rule 15c6–1

The Commission adopted Rule 15c6–1 to "facilitate the establishment of a national system for the prompt and accurate clearance and settlement of transactions in securities." The rule was adopted in 1993 and became effective in 1995. Rule 15c6–1 provides, "A broker or dealer shall not effect or enter into a contract for the purchase or sale of a security (other than an exempted security, government security, municipal security, commercial paper, bankers' acceptances, or commercial bills) that provides for payment of funds and delivery of securities later than the third business day after the date of the contract unless otherwise expressly agreed to by the parties at the time of the transaction." The Commission’s adoption of Rule 15c6–1 followed the 1989 G30 Report and the Bachmann Report. The 1989 G30 Report recommended that markets around the world shorten settlement cycles to T+3 by 1992 "in order to minimize counterparty risk and exposure with securities transactions, same day settlement is the final goal." The Bachmann Report echoed this view and concluded that a shorter settlement period would reduce market risk to the clearing corporations, their members, and the markets as a whole and proposed T+3 as the standard settlement period.

In the next sections, we discuss specific issues related to the current operation of Rule 15c6–1 and risk considerations in shortening the settlement cycle beyond T+3.

C. Current Operation of Rule 15c6–1

1. Coverage

Rule 15c6–1 covers all securities, except for exempted securities (including government securities and municipal securities), commercial paper, bankers’ acceptances, or commercial bills. In addition, the rule specifically exempts sales of unlisted partnership interests. The Commission has granted an exemption for securities that do not generally trade in the U.S. The Commission also exempted from Rule 15c6–1 a contract for the purchase or sale of any security issued by an insurance company that is funded by or participates in a separate account, including a variable annuity contract or a variable life insurance contract or any other insurance contract registered as a security under the Securities Act of 1933 ("Securities Act").

2. Offerings

Rule 15c6–1 provides a T+4 settlement cycle in firm commitment underwritings for securities that are priced after 4:30 p.m. Eastern time, which enables market participants to satisfy prospectus delivery requirements of the Securities Act. The

---


51 The longer the time period from trade execution to settlement, the greater the risk that one of the parties may become insolvent or default on the trade (“credit or counter party risk”) and the greater the risk the price of the securities may move away from the contract price (“market or replacement cost risk”).

52 As with the move from T+5 to T+3, the appropriate building blocks must be in place. Without these building blocks in place, a move to a shorter settlement cycle could reduce efficiency by producing more failed trades and ultimately increase risk rather than reduce it.


54 17 CFR 240.15c6–1. Rule 15c6–1 became effective on June 7, 1995. Prior to 1995, the standard practice for settling securities transactions was five business days after trade date (“T+5”).

55 17 CFR 240.15c6–1(a).


57 See supra note 41.


60 Although not covered by Rule 15c6–1, the Commission approved a proposed rule change by the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board that required transactions in municipal securities to settle by T+3. Securities Exchange Act Release No. 35427 (February 28, 1995), 60 FR 12798 (March 8, 1995) [File No. SR–MSRB–94–10].

61 17 CFR 240.15c6–1(a).

62 17 CFR 240.15c6–1(b).

63 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 35750 (May 22, 1995), 60 FR 27994 (May 26, 1995). Under this exemptive order, all transactions in securities that do not have transfer or delivery facilities in the U.S. are exempt from the scope of Rule 15c6–1. Furthermore, if less than 10% of the annual trading volume in a security that has U.S. transfer or delivery facilities occurs in the U.S., transactions in such security will be exempted from Rule 15c6–1 unless the parties clearly intend T+3 settlement to apply. In addition, a depositary receipt is considered a separate security from the underlying security. Thus, if there are no transfer facilities in the U.S. for a foreign security but there are transfer facilities for a depository receipt based on such foreign security, only the foreign security will be exempt from Rule 15c6–1.


65 17 CFR 240.15c6–1(c).

66 Generally, the current underwriting process requires extensive due diligence between trade date and settlement date. Underwriters must consult with internal and external counsel and auditors, ascertain comfort and opinion letters, meet with securities management in order to complete proper due diligence. Final prospectuses are generally prepared on the night of pricing (trade date), leaving three days to book the deal, allocate trades, confirm share

---
5(b)(2) of the Securities Act prohibits the sending of securities through interstate commerce “for the purpose of sale or for delivery after sale, unless accompanied or preceded by a prospectus that meets the requirements of subsection (a) of section 10." 67 Subsection 5(b)(1) of the Securities Act requires that a prospectus used after a registration statement has been filed must meet the disclosure requirements of section 10 of the Securities Act.68 The term “prospectus” is defined broadly to include any written communication that “offers a security for sale or confirms the sale of any security.” 69 Exchange Act Rule 10b–10 requires that a broker-dealer give or send its customers a written confirmation of a purchase or sale of securities at or before the completion of a transaction.70 The Securities Act provides that “a communication provided after the effective date of the registration statement * * * shall not be deemed a prospectus if it is proved that prior to or at the same time with such communication a written prospectus meeting the requirements of” Section 10(a) is provided.71 Because the information contained in a Rule 10b–10 confirmation typically does not satisfy the disclosure requirements of Securities Act Section 10, a prospectus meeting Section 10(a) requirements must be sent or given prior to or at the same time with the confirmation, otherwise the confirmation could be considered a non-conforming prospectus.

The current settlement cycle may be the shortest time frame within which customers may be provided with final prospectuses prior to or simultaneously with delivering the Rule 10b–10 confirmation. If the Commission adopts a shorter settlement cycle, industry representatives have stated that it would be extremely challenging to accurately complete necessary due diligence and satisfy the physical prospectus delivery requirements. Therefore, the SIA has asked the Commission to consider eliminating the requirement that the final prospectus be delivered at the same time as the Rule 10b–10 confirmation.72 In addition, the SIA has asked the Commission to adopt an electronic access standard as a means to satisfy prospectus delivery.73 According amounts, finalize routing instructions for payment, and prepare for settlement. 67 15 U.S.C. 77e(b)(1). 68 15 U.S.C. 77(a)(10). 69 17 CFR 240.10b–10. 70 15 U.S.C. 77(a)(10)[a]. 71 Supra note 29. 72 Id.

to the SIA, an electronic access standard would alleviate time pressures in the current settlement cycle as well as accommodate future amendments to Rule 15c6–1. Furthermore, should the Commission decide to shorten the settlement cycle to T+1, the SIA has asked the Commission to consider a T+3 settlement cycle for firm commitment offerings priced after 4:30 p.m. Eastern time so that industry participants will have sufficient time to complete their due diligence processes.74 With regard to any such proposals, it must be shown that they are consistent with investors receiving the information and protections to which they are entitled.

D. Risk Reduction Benefits of Shortening the Settlement Cycle

When the Commission adopted Rule 15c6–1, the Commission believed that shortening the settlement cycle would reduce risks that can lead to systemic disruptions in the financial markets.75 Accordingly, when considering whether to shorten the settlement cycle further, it would be useful to consider the impact of a shorter settlement cycle on risk.76

1. Risks Prior to Settlement

As defined in the CPSS/IOSCO Report, presettlement risk is “[t]he risk that a counterparty to a transaction for completion at a future date will default before final settlement. The resulting exposure is the cost of replacing the original transaction at current market prices and is also known as replacement cost risk.” 77

75 Supra note 51.
78 While there are a number of risks that may occur prior to settlement (e.g., market and counterparty risk), for purposes of this release they will be referred to as “presettlement risk.” See generally CPSS/IOSCO Report at 39–41, Annex 3.
79 CPSS/IOSCO Report at 48. “A failure to perform on the part of one party to the transaction will leave the solvent counterparty with the need to replace, at current market prices, the original transaction. When the solvent counterparty replaces the original transaction at current prices, however, it will lose the gains that had occurred on the transaction in the interval between the transaction and default. The unrealized gain, if any, on a transaction is determined by comparing the market price of the security at the time of default with the contract price; the seller of a security is exposed to a replacement cost loss if the market price is below the contract price, while the buyer of the security is exposed to such a loss if the market price is above the contract price. Because future securities price movements are uncertain at the time of the trade, both counterparties face replacement cost risk.” CPSS/IOSCO Report at 39. Supra note 51.

Presettlement risk can present substantial danger to the settlement system because it involves the change in the value of securities involved in the defaulting party’s transactions. In the event of default of a major participant, it may entail credit losses so large as to create systemic problems.79 As previously stated, reducing the time period from trade execution to settlement is one of the primary methods of reducing this risk.80 Episodes of severe market declines magnify replacement cost risk. At the time of the 1987 Market Break, the U.S. settlement cycle was five days and ten of the thirty stocks making up the Dow Jones Industrial Average (“DJIA”) declined 35 percent or more over five days.81 A default by a buyer of one of these stocks during that period would have exposed the seller to substantial losses. More recently, on Monday, October 27, 1997, the nation’s securities markets experienced a tremendous decline when the DJIA fell by 554.26 points. On August 31, 1998, the DJIA experienced a decline of 512.61 points.82 With sharp price movements, traders may be unwilling or unable to meet margin calls and default on their delivery obligations.

The Commission believes that shortening the settlement cycle could reduce replacement cost risk because the magnitude of replacement cost risk depends on the volatility of the security price and the amount of time that elapses between the trade date and the settlement date.

2. Risks Associated With Settlement

Settlement risk is “[a] general term used to designate the risk that a settlement in a transfer system will not take place as expected. This risk may comprise both credit risk and liquidity risk.” 84 Settlement risk is sometimes referred to as principal risk, i.e., the risk of loss of securities delivered or payments made to the defaulting participant prior to the detection of the default.85 Both the buyer and the seller are exposed to the risk of loss of the full principal value of the securities or funds transferred.
In addition, both parties to a securities trade are exposed to liquidity risk on the settlement date. Liquidity risk includes the risk that the seller of a security who does not receive payment when due may have to borrow or liquidate assets to complete other payments. It also includes the risk that the buyer of the security does not receive delivery when due and may have to borrow the security in order to complete its own delivery obligation. The costs associated with liquidity risk depend on the liquidity of the markets in which the affected party must make its adjustments; the more liquid the markets, the less costly the adjustment.86

Liquidity problems have the potential to create systemic disruptions. In particular, if liquidity problems arise when securities prices are changing rapidly, failures to meet obligations when due are more likely to elevate concerns about solvency. In the absence of a strong linkage between delivery and payment, the emergence of systemic liquidity problems at such times is especially likely. The fear of losing the full principal value of securities or funds could induce some participants to withhold deliveries and payments, which, in turn, may prevent other participants from meeting their obligations.87

As noted above, one reason for shortening the settlement cycle from T+5 to T+3 was that the shorter interval would reduce the liquidity risk in derivative and cash markets and reduce financing costs by allowing investors that participate in both markets to obtain the proceeds of securities transactions sooner. Shortening the settlement cycle to T+1, for example, also would synchronize the settlement of corporate and derivative securities and have liquidity benefits. By reducing the lag between the settlement of derivatives and government securities and the settlement of equity and corporate securities, investors that participate in both markets would be able to reduce their financing costs and obtain the proceeds of their securities transactions on a timelier basis.88

3. Risks Associated With Operations

The CPSS/IOSCO Report states that “[o]perational risk is the risk that deficiencies in information systems or internal controls, human errors, or management failures will result in unexpected losses. As clearing and settlement systems become increasingly more dependent on information systems, the reliability of these systems is a key element in operational risk. The importance of operational risk lies in its capacity to impede the effectiveness of measures adopted to address other risks in the settlement process and to cause participants to incur unforeseen losses, which, if sizeable, could have systemic risk implications.”

Operational deficiencies within a broker-dealer, a clearing corporation, or at an exchange can increase the risk of loss to market participants and investors. These deficiencies can reduce the effectiveness of other measures that the settlement system takes to manage risk. For example, operational problems could impair the system’s ability to complete settlement, create liquidity pressures on the market or participants, or hamper the system’s ability to monitor and manage credit exposures. Possible operational failures include errors or delays in processing, system outages, insufficient capacity, or fraud by staff.90

The events of September 11, 2001, demonstrated how operational risk results from unforeseen events that can directly and severely affect market functions. Generally, financial crises involve both operational and credit issues. In contrast, the events of September 11, 2001, were unusual in that the settlement problems that did occur resulted almost exclusively from operational problems. No firm failed in the immediate aftermath of the terrorist attacks, although some firms were severely affected. If credit problems had arisen, the systemic consequences could have been severe.91 However, the attacks did highlight the need to examine the risks in the clearance and settlement system, including the need for a resilient clearance and settlement infrastructure.92

E. Costs of Implementing a Shorter Settlement Cycle

1. SIA Business Case Report

In July 2000, the SIA published its T+1 Business Case Final Report ("SIA Business Case Report") that included a cost-benefit analysis for transitioning to T+1. The SIA Business Case Report’s major conclusions were the following: (1) The industry could shorten the settlement cycle to T+1 by June 2004; (2) moving to T+1 would cost approximately $8 billion but would save the industry $2.7 billion a year; and (3) moving to T+1 would reduce settlement exposure by 67%.93

The SIA estimated that settlement exposure would decrease by $250 billion in a T+1 environment. With fewer open positions at the clearing agencies, the SIA purported that T+1 settlement could reduce participants’ clearing fund obligations by one-third. Additionally, operational risk for custodians would also be reduced as the number of pending settlements decreased.94 The SIA further concluded that firms would benefit from an annual cost savings of approximately $2.7 billion, and would therefore recoup their investment three years after implementing a T+1 settlement cycle.

Since its publication, a number of critics questioned the assumptions and conclusions contained in the SIA’s Business Case Report, arguing that it would cost the industry more than $8 billion and the cost recovery would take longer than three years. Critics also argued that the SIA’s Business Case Report did not adequately quantify the risk reduction benefits of moving to T+1.95

86 Id.
87 Id. at 40.
88 See Letter from Sarah A. Miller, Senior Government Relations Counsel, American Bankers Association, to Jonathan G. Katz, Secretary, Commission (June 30, 1993) (commenting on the proposal to adopt Rule 15c6–1).
89 Id.
90 Id. at 40.
91 See supra note 50.
92 SIA Business Case Report at 7. Based on 1999 volumes, the SIA estimated decreased settlement exposure by $250 billion in a T+1 environment.
93 Id.
94 For example, the Investment Counsel Association of America (“ICAA”) has expressed disagreement with the findings made in the SIA’s Business Case as they pertain to small and mid-sized investment managers. The ICAA stated that the SIA’s study contained flaws regarding the number of the investment advisers affected by T+1 and understimates the costs they will bear. See Letters from ICAA to Harvey L. Pitt, Chairman, Commission (October 9, 2001 and January 14, 2002).
95 Another report examined the impact of T+1 on the dealer community. See the Forrester Report, “The Real Benefits of T+1,” by Todd Riley (September 2001). Forrester is an independent research company that “analyzes the future of technology change and its impact on business.”
2. Costs to Cross-Border Trading

Reducing the settlement cycle is neither costless nor without risk. “This is especially true for markets with significant cross-border activity because differences in time zones and national holidays, and the frequent involvement of multiple intermediaries, make timely confirmation more difficult. In most markets, a move to T+1 (perhaps T+2) would require a substantial reconfiguration of the trade settlement process and an upgrade of existing systems. For markets with a significant share of cross-border trades, substantial system improvements may be essential to shortening settlement cycles. Without such investments, a move to a shorter settlement cycle could generate increased settlement fails, with a higher proportion of participants unable to agree and exchange settlement data or to acquire the necessary resources for settlement in the time available. Consequently, replacement cost risk would not be reduced as much as anticipated and operational risks and liquidity risk could increase.”

The level of cross-border activity is another significant factor that should be considered when determining whether to reduce the settlement cycle beyond T+3. During the 1990’s, non-U.S. investors played an increasing role in the U.S. securities markets. For example, gross activity in U.S. equities by foreign holders totaled $6.0 trillion in 2001. The SIA has projected that the T+1 settlement would increase global competitiveness, synchronize settlement with other markets, better equip the U.S. market to handle increasing volumes, and lower transaction costs.

On the other hand, because cross-border transactions in U.S. securities often involve differences in time zones, the use of multiple intermediaries, and the need to convert funds from one currency to another, the ability of a non-U.S. entity to settle trades could become significantly more difficult and expensive if these factors are not addressed adequately. As a result, a settlement cycle shorter than T+3 could make the U.S. securities markets less attractive rather than more attractive to non-U.S. entities.

F. Request for Comment

The Commission seeks comment on the current operation of Rule 15c6–1 and the costs and benefits of implementing a settlement cycle shorter than T+3. The Commission also seeks comment on alternative means to reduce risks in the system while operating in a T+3 settlement cycle. In order to evaluate fully the costs and benefits associated with shortening the settlement cycle, the Commission requests that commenters’ estimates be accompanied by specific empirical data supporting their statements. The Commission seeks comments on the following:

1. Should the securities covered by Rule 15c6–1 be expanded? If so, what securities should be added? Why should these securities be added?
2. Given the increase in cross-border transactions and dually-traded securities over the past eight years, are the conditions set forth in the Commission’s exemption order for securities traded outside the United States still appropriate? If not, why not? If the exemption should be modified, how should it be modified?
3. Are the conditions set forth in the Commission’s exemption order for variable annuity contracts still appropriate? If not, why not? If the exemption should be modified, how should it be modified?
4. If the Commission were to mandate a settlement cycle shorter than T+3, should the Commission shorten the settlement cycle for firm commitment offerings priced after 4:30 p.m. Eastern time from T+4 to T+3 or T+2?
5. How would a shortened settlement cycle affect processing newly issued securities?
6. What systems and operational changes would be necessary in order to settle newly issued securities in a shortened settlement cycle?
7. How much would it cost to shorten the settlement cycle beyond T+3? a. Is achieving 100% of confirmation/affirmation or matching on trade date a prerequisite for shortening the settlement cycle beyond T+3?
   b. If so, what are the additional costs of shortening the settlement cycle after achieving 100% of confirmation/affirmation or matching on trade date?
8. What parties will bear the costs of moving to a settlement cycle shorter than T+3 (such as broker-dealers, investment managers, custodians, investors, and other market participants)?

9. What are the benefits of shortening the settlement cycle beyond T+3? Are there economic benefits in terms of reduction in credit and liquidity risk associated with shortening the settlement cycle beyond T+3?
10. Who will benefit from shortening the settlement cycle beyond T+3?

F. Request for Comment

The Commission seeks comment on the following:


d. Are there alternatives to shortening the settlement cycle beyond T+3?
   a. What are the risks associated with upgrading computer systems and transaction processing procedures to convert existing systems to new systems and the establishment of necessary linkages between other market participants?
   b. Would shortening the settlement cycle beyond T+3 encourage market participants to implement additional risk management procedures? What additional operational risks would result from shortening the settlement cycle beyond T+3?
   c. Would a shorter settlement cycle encourage market participants to invest in technology and automation that would enhance their operational efficiency? Would such investments improve market efficiency?
   d. Are there alternatives to shortening the settlement cycle that would enhance their operational efficiency and settlement system?
   e. Are there alternatives to shortening the settlement cycle that would mitigate risks in the clearance and settlement system?

12. How would shortening the settlement cycle affect the information, benefits, and protections that investors have under present U.S. clearance and settlement arrangements? 13. How can the safety and soundness of the U.S. clearance and settlement system be increased while ensuring that investors can continue to obtain direct registration of their securities on issuer records in a less-than-three-day settlement environment?
14. What impact would a shortened settlement cycle for U.S. equities and corporate securities have on cross-border trading by non-U.S. entities of these instruments?

IV. Immobilization and Dematerialization of Securities Certificates

A. Introduction and Background

Securities have been issued in the U.S. using paper certificates since the eighteenth century. A securities certificate evidences that the owner is registered on the books of the issuer as a shareholder. The shares, as distinct from the certificate, constitute an intangible right to participate in the capital and surplus of the company. Gutman, Modern Securities Transfers, Par. 1:5 at 1–15 (Thomson West 2002). Because the certificate is a negotiable instrument under state
traditionally used certificates to register securities ownership in the name of investors. Certificates are used by issuers both as means to evidence and transfer ownership and as a means to identify security owners to issuers, in an effort to develop company loyalty and to know who owns their securities. As trading volumes soared during the last half of the twentieth century, however, processing certificates became increasingly problematic.

The processing of securities certificates has long been identified as an inefficient and risk-laden mechanism by which to hold and transfer ownership. Because securities certificates require manual processing, their use can result in significant delays and expenses in processing securities transactions and can raise risk concerns associated with lost, stolen, and forged certificates.

Congress has recognized the problems and dangers that the movement of certificates presents to the safe and efficient operation of the U.S. clearance and settlement system, and has given the Commission responsibility and authority to address these issues. Indeed, for over thirty years, the Commission and the financial services industry have worked together to reduce the reliance on securities certificates in the U.S. clearance and settlement system. The Commission believes that it is an appropriate time to consider further steps to remove securities certificates from the U.S. trading markets and our clearance and settlement system.

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the securities industry experienced a “Paperwork Crisis” that nearly brought the industry to a standstill and directly or indirectly caused the failure of large number of broker-dealers. This crisis primarily resulted from increasing trade volume overburdening an inefficient manual clearance and settlement systems. Deliveries to customers of both cash and securities were frequently late, and stock certificates were lost in the “rising tide of paper.” In its review of the Paperwork Crisis, Congress found that inefficient clearance and settlement procedures imposed unnecessary costs on investors and those acting on their behalf. In an effort to increase efficiency and reduce risk, Congress amended the Exchange Act to vest the Commission with the authority and responsibility to establish a national system for the prompt and accurate clearance and settlement of transactions in securities (“National Clearance and Settlement System”). Recognizing the problems associated with the use of securities certificates, Congress directed the Commission “to end the physical movement of securities certificates in connection with the settlement among brokers and dealers of transactions in securities” and authorized the Commission to establish a system for reporting missing, lost, counterfeit, and stolen securities. Immobilization or dematerialization of securities certificates and consequently book-entry settlement of securities transactions and transfer of ownership have become large components of the operation of the U.S. clearance and settlement system, particularly in light of substantial trading volumes.

Consistent with its Congressional directives, the Commission has long encouraged the use of alternatives to holding securities in certificated form in its effort to improve efficiencies and decrease risks associated with processing securities certificates. The Commission approved DTC’s registration as a clearing agency operating as a depository in order to immobilize securities in a registered clearing agency and settle transactions by book-entry movements. Registration of DTC as a clearing agency constituted an important step in achieving increased immobilization of securities in accordance with the goals established by Congress. The Commission also approved rules of the exchanges and the NASD that require their members to use the facilities of a securities depository for the book-entry settlement of all transactions in depository-eligible securities and to require that before any security can be listed for trading it must have been made depository-eligible if possible.

Today, DTC, one of the largest, if not the largest, depository in the world, provides book-entry depository and settlement services for the vast majority of U.S. transactions involving equities, corporate and municipal debt, money market instruments, American Depositary Receipts, and exchange-traded funds between broker-dealers and between broker-dealers and their institutional customers. Many of the issues held at the depository, particularly municipal bonds and derivative securities, are fully dematerialized.

of securities occur where there are no paper certificates available, and all transfers of ownership are made through book-entry movements.


To reduce the use of securities certificates by individual investors, particularly those of equities and corporate bonds, the Commission and industry representatives have explored various ways to provide for ownership registered in the name of individual investors without reliance on negotiable securities certificates. In 1985, the Division of Market Regulation held “Securities Immobilization Workshops” to discuss the use of central depositories to immobilize securities certificates and the development of book-entry systems where retail investors could register their securities directly with the issuers using issuer or transfer agent operated book-entry systems. The 1987 Market Break also prompted numerous studies recommending specific reforms to address perceived weaknesses in the clearance and settlement systems. The Bachmann Report, discussed above, made a number of suggestions including eliminating the delivery of “physical certificates” through the use of central depositories, but it did not advocate eliminating the use of the certificate for depositories, but it did not advocate before trading. However, the Report argued that all investors should have the right to hold physical certificates, that right should not come at the expense of safety of the markets. The Bachmann Report strongly encouraged the Commission to explore the possibility of requiring retail investors to return their certificates to the system before trading.

In 1990, the Commission held a Roundtable on Clearance and Settlement to discuss the implementation of the recommendations of the Group of Thirty’s U.S. Working Committee regarding clearance and settlement. 

Participants in the Roundtable noted that the pressure to have securities available for settlement in shorter settlement time frames (at the time the industry was contemplating moving from T+5 to T+3 settlement) would increase the need for immobilizing securities certificates and the use of book-entry transfer at the retail level. The Roundtable participants envisioned a transfer agent operated book-entry registration system that would allow investors to be “directly registered” in electronic form on the books of the issuer. Investors would receive a periodic statement reflecting their ownership interest and would retain the option of selling the securities through brokers by notifying transfer agents to move the securities from the books of the issuers to the books of the brokers. Certificates would also be available upon request.

In 1992, the Securities Transfer Association, the Corporate Transfer Agents Association, the Securities Industry Committee of the American Society of Corporate Secretaries, and DTC formed an ad hoc committee to further develop the concept of direct registration, modeling it after the systems used by transfer agents in their administration of issuers’ dividend reinvestment and stock purchase programs. The committee was expanded to include representatives from the SIA and DTC in order to develop both the electronic link by which securities could be transferred between transfer agents and broker-dealers and to develop operational guidelines. In 1994, the Commission issued a concept release seeking public comment on the policy implications and the regulatory issues raised by the use of direct registration. A vast majority of commenters supported the concept, but many also expressed continued support for shareholders’ abilities to obtain securities certificates if so desired.

The culmination of these efforts is the establishment of the Direct Registration System (“DRS”), which is operated by DTC. DRS allows an investor to establish either through the issuer’s transfer agent or through the issuer’s broker-dealer a broker-entry position on the books of the issuer, and to electronically transfer her position between the transfer agent and the broker-dealer. DRS, therefore, allows an investor to have securities registered in her name without having a certificate issued to her and the ability to electronically transfer her securities to her broker-dealer in order to effect a transaction without the risk and delays associated with the use of certificates. In 1996, the NYSE modified its listing criteria to permit listed companies to issue securities in book entry form provided that the issue is included in DRS. Similarly, the NASD modified its rule to require that if an issuer establishes a direct registration program, it must participate in established a link with a securities depository in order to facilitate the electronic transfer of the issue. On July 30, 2002, the Commission approved a rule change proposed by the NYSE to amend NYSE Section 501.01 of the NYSE Listed
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113 See e.g., Division of Market Regulations, The October 1987 Market Break (February 1988); Working Group on Financial Markets, Interim Report to the President of the United States (May 1988).
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115 Some industry representatives continue to recommend the Commission adopt regulations that would permit the sale of securities only when the securities have been “returned to the system” (i.e., when certificates either are in the possession of the broker-dealer or are accessible to the broker-dealer through a direct registration system or through a custodian or other financial intermediary). See e.g., “Defining ‘Return to the System Prior to Entering Sale,’” Physical Certificates Subcommittee, STP Steering Committee, SIA (November 2002).


119 Referring in the Concept Release to the then recently adopted Rule 15c6–1, the Commission stated that “faster trade settlements should not require investors to forego the benefits of direct registration,” and noted that “Rule 15c6–1 does not require customers to leave funds, securities, or both subject to the broker-dealers’ possession or control.”
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Company Manual to allow a listed company to issue securities in a dematerialized or completely immobilized form and therefore not send stock certificates to record holders, provided the company’s stock is issued pursuant to a dividend reinvestment program, stock purchase plan, or is included in DRS.123

Use of DRS has expanded substantially since its inception in 1996, but continues to remain limited relative to the total number of issuers. As of November 2003, approximately 600 issuers and 17 transfer agents participate in DRS with over 37 million shareholders holding their securities in DRS.124 Issuers, transfer agents, and broker-dealers continue to meet in order to explore expanding the use of DRS to non-equity products and integrate new technologies that would make the system more effective and efficient.

B. CPSS/IOSCO and G30 Recommendations

Many in the international community view the elimination of securities certificates as a critical component in the overall plan to make markets more efficient and to minimize risk in the world’s clearance and settlement system. Recommendation 6 of the CPSS/IOSCO Report states: “Securities should be immobilized or dematerialized and transferred by book entry in CSDs (central securities depositories) to the greatest extent possible.”125 The CPSS/IOSCO Report states that maintaining custody of securities in a central securities depository (such as DTC) will significantly reduce costs associated with securities settlement and custody through economies of scale and will increase efficiency through increased automation. The CPSS/IOSCO Report notes that immobilization or dematerialization of securities also reduces or eliminates certain risks, such as the destruction or theft of certificates. The CPSS/IOSCO Report recognizes that it may not be necessary to achieve complete immobilization to realize the benefits of central securities depositories as long as the most active market participants immobilize their holdings. In practice, retail investors may not be prepared to give up their certificates. Less active investors who choose to hold certificates could continue to do so; however, they should bear the associated costs.126

Recommendation 1 of the 2003 G30 Report endorses complete dematerialization through the comprehensive use of central securities depositories for all records of ownership although the report recognizes immobilization as an acceptable step towards dematerialization if it can be achieved more quickly and efficiently than dematerialization.127 The 2003 G30 report maintains that dematerialization should be considered best practice in order to achieve fast and efficient clearing, settlement, and asset servicing and to prevent forgery, theft, or other misappropriation.

C. The Continuing Risks and Costs of Certificates in the U.S. Trading Markets

Virtually all mutual fund securities, government securities, options, and municipal bonds in the U.S. are dematerialized and most of the equity and corporate bonds in the U.S. market are either immobilized or dematerialized. While the U.S. markets have made great strides in achieving immobilization and dematerialization for institutional and broker-to-broker transactions, many industry representatives believe that the small percentage of securities held in certificated form impose unnecessary risk and expense to the industry and to investors. In addition, the SIA identified the elimination of securities certificates in the U.S. marketplace as a necessary “building block” to achieve shorter settlement timeframes.128 More recently, the SIA has requested that the Commission consider specific regulatory initiatives to achieve this goal.129 The SIA contends that despite the fact that only a small portion of securities positions remains certificated and that requests for certificates are declining, the risks and costs associated with processing the remaining certificates in the marketplace are substantial and avoidable. These costs are ultimately passed along to investors generally, rather than only those holding their securities in certificated form.

The most common risk is that associated with lost or stolen certificates. Between 1996 and 2000, the SIA estimated that an average of 1.7 million certificates were reported lost or stolen each year.130 In 2001, that figure increased to approximately 2.5 million certificates. Industry experts expect the number of certificates reported lost or stolen to continue to rise.131 The events of September 11, 2001, further underscored the risks associated with certificates. Tens of thousands of certificates that were being processed or were in vaults at broker-dealers and banks located in and around the World Trade Center at the time of the attack were either destroyed, lost, or were not accessible when offices located around the site were destroyed or were inaccessible for some period of time. Settlement activity for immobilized or dematerialized securities continued at DTC without significant delay or problems but DTC had to suspend certificate processing for four days until it could regain full access to its facilities.

The SIA also raised concerns about the significant and unnecessary costs associated with processing securities certificates. The SIA estimates that annual direct and indirect cost of handling certificates in the U.S. market exceeds $234,000,000.132 Direct costs include those associated with processing and supporting certificates at the broker-dealers or custodial banks, including expenses for shipping, medallion guarantees, custody, and conducting inventories for securities held in the firm’s vault. According to the SIA, firms also face an opportunity cost in processing the certificates as these resources that must be devoted to this operation could be used toward other risk reducing initiatives or technological and service upgrades.

When a broker-dealer receives certificates to sell, often both the registered representative in the front office and staff in the operations area in the back office at the broker-dealer examine the certificate for negotiability. Among others, broker-dealers must make inquiries pursuant to the
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The SIA maintains that investors would realize many benefits from dematerializing securities issues, including decreased opportunity for fraud, earlier access to issuer proceeds, timelier receipt of corporate action entitlements, transparent audit trail of ownership, consolidated record keeping, and increased ease in estate liquidations. While some investors may remain attached to securities certificates, the SIA’s research shows that those 55 years of age and younger are receptive to dematerialization.

The SIA believes that with technological advances, the increasing acceptance of book-entry positions as the standard for evidencing ownership and the availability of DRS, a concerted effort should be made to immobilize or dematerialize the remaining equity and corporate bond securities. Specifically, the SIA has requested that the Commission consider regulatory action that would either directly or indirectly require new issues of publicly traded companies to be issued only in book-entry form and to be eligible for DRS. To address the matter of companies whose securities are already in the public market, the SIA advocates requiring all companies listed on an exchange or Nasdaq to have their existing shares be made eligible for DRS and to issue any new securities only in book-entry form.

Finally, the SIA urged the Commission to adopt regulations that would gradually eliminate the ability of investors to obtain certificates from their broker-dealers and to eliminate the ability of broker-dealers to obtain a certificate through DTC. Under such a regulatory scheme, investors who wanted certificates (if an issuer were still issuing certificates) would have to directly contact the issuer’s transfer agent.

D. Discussion and Request for Comment

As discussed above, the Commission has long advocated a reduction in the use of certificates in the trading environment by immobilizing or dematerializing securities. These efforts are consistent with Congress’s directive to end the physical movement of securities in connection with settlement among brokers and dealers. The use of certificates increases the costs and risks of clearing and settling securities for all parties processing the securities, including those involved in the National Clearance and Settlement System. Most of these costs and risks are ultimately borne by investors.

While the Commission endorses the concepts of immobilization or dematerialization, the Commission recognizes that they raise significant issues. The ability to hold securities certificates to evidence ownership in a corporation has a long tradition. There are perceived advantages, as well as disadvantages, to holding securities in the form of physical certificates instead of street-name registration. DRS now provides a viable alternative to street name holding for some investors who do not want to hold securities at a broker-dealer, but only for those investors who have an issuer and transfer agent that offer DRS services.

Although the Commission believes investors should have the ability to register securities in their own names, the Commission also believes it is time to explore ways to further reduce certificates in the trading environment. There is significant risk, inefficiency, and cost related to the use of securities certificates. The possibility exists that investors’ attachment to the certificate may be based more on tradition than real need. Today, non-negotiable records of ownership (e.g., account statements) evidence ownership of not only most securities issued in the U.S.

While the Commission requires, among others, every national securities exchange, registered securities association, broker, dealer, transfer agent, registered clearing agency, and many banks to report to the Commission’s LSSP designee, the Securities Information Center ("SIC")—the discovery of missing, lost, counterfeit, or stolen certificates, the SIA maintains that investors should have the ability to immobilize or dematerialize securities issues, including decreased opportunity for fraud, earlier access to issuer proceeds, timelier receipt of corporate action entitlements, transparent audit trail of ownership, consolidated record keeping, and increased ease in estate liquidations. While some investors may remain attached to securities certificates, the SIA’s research shows that those 55 years of age and younger are receptive to dematerialization.

The SIA believes that technological advances, the increasing acceptance of book-entry positions as the standard for evidencing ownership and the availability of DRS, a concerted effort should be made to immobilize or dematerialize the remaining equity and corporate bond securities. Specifically, the SIA has requested that the Commission consider regulatory action that would either directly or indirectly require new issues of publicly traded companies to be issued only in book-entry form and to be eligible for DRS. To address the matter of companies whose securities are already in the public market, the SIA advocates requiring all companies listed on an exchange or Nasdaq to have their existing shares be made eligible for DRS and to issue any new securities only in book-entry form.

Finally, the SIA urged the Commission to adopt regulations that would gradually eliminate the ability of investors to obtain certificates from their broker-dealers and to eliminate the ability of broker-dealers to obtain a certificate through DTC. Under such a regulatory scheme, investors who wanted certificates (if an issuer were still issuing certificates) would have to directly contact the issuer’s transfer agent.

D. Discussion and Request for Comment

As discussed above, the Commission has long advocated a reduction in the use of certificates in the trading environment by immobilizing or dematerializing securities. These efforts are consistent with Congress’s directive to end the physical movement of securities in connection with settlement among brokers and dealers. The use of certificates increases the costs and risks of clearing and settling securities for all parties processing the securities, including those involved in the National Clearance and Settlement System. Most of these costs and risks are ultimately borne by investors.

While the Commission endorses the concepts of immobilization or dematerialization, the Commission recognizes that they raise significant issues. The ability to hold securities certificates to evidence ownership in a corporation has a long tradition. There are perceived advantages, as well as disadvantages, to holding securities in the form of physical certificates instead of street-name registration. DRS now provides a viable alternative to street name holding for some investors who do not want to hold securities at a broker-dealer, but only for those investors who have an issuer and transfer agent that offer DRS services.

Although the Commission believes investors should have the ability to register securities in their own names, the Commission also believes it is time to explore ways to further reduce certificates in the trading environment. There is significant risk, inefficiency, and cost related to the use of securities certificates. The possibility exists that investors’ attachment to the certificate may be based more on tradition than real need. Today, non-negotiable records of ownership (e.g., account statements) evidence ownership of not only most securities issued in the U.S.

134 The Commission requires, among others, every national securities exchange, registered securities association, broker, dealer, transfer agent, registered clearing agency, and many banks to report to the Commission’s LSSP designee, the Securities Information Center ("SIC")—the discovery of missing, lost, counterfeit, or stolen certificates, centralization of localized database that records lost and stolen securities. 15 U.S.C. 78q(0)(1)(A) and 17 CFR 240.170.1. These entities also must inquire of the database as to whether certificates they receive have been reported to the LSSP, 15 U.S.C. 78q(0)(1)(B).

135 Nazareth Letter, supra note 129.

136 In an attempt to better understand retail investors who want their securities in certificated form, the SIA conducted a survey to profile customers who had requested a certificate over a six-month period. Approximately 76% of investors who responded were over 55 years of age. Nearly all respondents had been investing for over ten years but had made very few transactions per year, though 62% thought it was "very important" to retain the option of a physical certificate. 50% of these investors indicated they would continue investing if certificates were not available. SIA Business Case Report, supra note 5.

137 Nazareth Letter, supra note 129.

138 See Holding Your Securities—Get the Facts, http://www.sec.gov/investor/pubs/holdsec http://www.sec.gov/investor/pubs/holdsec (as examples of advantages, noting that with certificates the investor knows how to reach the investor and will send annual and other reports, dividends, proxies, and other communications directly to the investor and that the investor may find it easier to pledge securities as collateral for a loan if they are held in the form of physical certificates; as examples of disadvantages, noting that when investors want to sell stock, they will have to send their certificates to their brokers or the companies’ transfer agent to execute the sales, which may make it harder to sell quickly, that if investors lose their certificates, they may be charged a fee for replacements, and that if the investors move, they will have to contact the companies with their change of address in order not to miss any important mailings); Providing Alternatives to Certificates For the Retail Investor, Group of Thirty, U.S. Working Committee, Clearance and Settlement Project (August 1991), at 9, 25–26 (discussing various “needs” and “concerns or problems” expressed on behalf of investors regarding certificates, including that with certificates the investor can sell securities through the broker-dealer of his or her choice, without having to transfer a brokerage account).
but also other financial assets, such as money in bank accounts. Therefore, we seek comment on the following:

1. Should securities be completely immobilized or dematerialized in the U.S.? If so, which would better serve the market—complete immobilization or dematerialization? Why?

2. What are the costs and benefits of complete immobilization or dematerialization?

3. Are there operational, legal, or regulatory impediments to immobilization or dematerialization?

4. What advantages might certificates have over securities held in book-entry-only form (i.e., proof of ownership in the event of a loss of electronic records of ownership)? What regulatory initiatives should be considered to address these advantages if the markets were to move away from certificates?

5. Should the existence of a viable, widely available direct registration system that preserves the benefits of holding securities in the form of physical certificates be a prerequisite to complete immobilization or dematerialization?

6. What should be done to increase the availability and use of DRS or to otherwise improve DRS? For example, should the Commission adopt operational or processing rules specifically for processing book-entry transactions (i.e., DRS and dividend reinvestment and stock purchase plans), including, but not limited to, timeframes for processing these transactions?

7. What are the back office costs at broker-dealers to process securities certificates? What are the costs at transfer agents to process securities certificates? How do these costs compare to the costs of processing book-entry securities?

8. What should be done to encourage more companies to issue their securities in a completely immobilized or dematerialized format? Should publicly traded companies be required to do so?

9. What can broker-dealers do to facilitate complete immobilization or dematerialization on both the retail and institutional customer levels? Are registered representatives sufficiently educated about DRS and do they communicate to investors available options to holding a certificate?

10. What can transfer agents do to facilitate complete immobilization or dematerialization on both the retail and institutional investor level?

11. What incentives or disincentives can be employed to discourage shareholders from requesting certificates? Will investors be less inclined to request a certificate if they were required to pay more to obtain, transfer, and trade certificated securities than book-entry securities? Should investors who choose to hold certificates bear a greater amount of the overall costs associated with producing and processing those certificates?

12. Are any rules or regulations needed to enhance the safety of book-entry systems operated by transfer agents or broker-dealers?

13. What can be done to engender public confidence in certificate-less systems?

V. Solicitation of Additional Comments

In addition to the areas for comment identified above, we are interested in any other issues that commenters may wish to address relating to trade confirmation, settlement cycles and physical securities. Please be as specific as possible in your discussion and analysis of any additional issues.


Lynn Taylor, Assistant Secretary.

Appendix 1

CPSS–IOSCO Task Force

Recommendations for Securities Settlement Systems

Legal Risk

1. Legal Framework

Securities settlement systems should have a well-founded, clear, and transparent legal basis in the relevant jurisdictions.

2. Trade Confirmation

Confirmation of trades between direct market participants should occur as soon as possible after trade execution, but no later than trade date (T+0). Where confirmation of trades by indirect market participants (such as institutional investors) is required, it should occur as soon as possible after trade execution, preferably on T+0, but no later than T+1.

3. Settlement Cycles

Rolling settlement should be adopted in all securities markets. Final settlement should occur no later than T+3. The benefits and costs of a settlement cycle shorter than T+3 should be assessed.

4. Central Counterparties

The benefits and costs of a central counterparty system should be assessed. Where such a mechanism is introduced, the central counterparty should rigorously control the risks it assumes.

5. Securities Lending

Securities lending and borrowing (or repurchase agreements and other economically equivalent transactions) should be encouraged as a method for expediting the settlement of securities transactions. Barriers that inhibit the practice of lending securities for this purpose should be removed.

Settlement Risk

6. Central Securities Depositories (CSDs)

Securities should be immobilised or dematerialised and transferred by book-entry in CSDs to the greatest extent possible.

7. Delivery Versus Payment (DVP)

Securities settlement systems should eliminate principal risk by linking securities transfers to funds transfers in a way that achieves delivery-versus-payment.

8. Timing of Settlement Finality

Final settlement on a DVP basis should occur no later than the end of the settlement day. Intraday or real-time finality should be provided where necessary to reduce risks.

9. CSD Risk Controls to Address Participant Defaults

Deferred net settlement systems should institute risk controls that, at a minimum, ensure timely settlement in the event the participant with the largest payment obligation is unable to settle. In any system in which a CSD extends credit or arranges securities loans to facilitate settlement, best practice is for the resulting credit exposures to be fully collateralised.

10. Cash Settlement Assets

Assets used to settle the cash leg of securities transactions between CSD members should carry little or no credit or liquidity risk. If central bank money is not used, steps must be taken to protect CSD members from potential losses and liquidity pressures arising from the failure of a settlement bank.

Operational Risk

11. Operational Reliability

Sources of operational risk arising in the clearing and settlement process should be identified and minimised through the development of appropriate systems, controls, and procedures. Systems should be reliable and secure, and have adequate, scaleable capacity. Contingency plans and backup facilities should be established to allow for timely recovery of operations and completion of the settlement process.

Custody Risk

12. Protection of Customers’ Securities

Entities holding securities in custody should employ accounting practices and safekeeping procedures that fully protect customers’ securities. It is essential that customers’ securities be protected against the claims of a custodian’s creditors.

Other Issues

13. Governance

Governance arrangements for CSDs and central counterparties should be designed to fulfill public interest requirements and to promote the objectives of owners and users.

14. Access

CSDs and central counterparties should have objective and publicly disclosed criteria for participation that permit fair and open access.
15. Efficiency
   While maintaining safe and secure operations, securities settlement systems should be cost effective in meeting the requirements of users.

16. Communication Procedures and Standards
   Securities settlement systems should use or accommodate the relevant international communication procedures and standards in order to facilitate efficient settlement of cross-border transactions.

17. Transparency
   CSDs and central counterparties should provide market participants with sufficient information so that they can accurately identify and evaluate the risks and costs associated with using the CSD or central counterparty services.

18. Regulation and Oversight
   Securities settlement systems should be subject to regulation and oversight. The responsibilities and objectives of the securities regulator and the central bank with respect to SSSs should be clearly defined, and their roles and major policies should be publicly disclosed. They should have the ability and the resources to perform their responsibilities, including assessing and promoting implementation of these recommendations. They should cooperate with each other and with other relevant authorities.

19. Risks in Cross-Border Links
   CSDs that establish links to settle cross-border trades should design and operate such links to reduce effectively the risks associated with cross-border settlements.